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Abstract
Trucks are the key transporters of freight. The types of commodities and goods mainly determine the right trailer for car-
rying them. Furthermore, finding the commodities’ flow is an important task for transportation agencies in better planning 
freight infrastructure investments and initiating near-term traffic throughput improvements. In this paper, we propose a fine-
grained deep learning based truck classification system that can detect and classify the trucks, tractors, and trailers following 
the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) vehicle schema. We created a large, fine-grained labeled dataset of vehicle 
images collected from state highways. Experimental results show the high accuracy of our system and visualize the salient 
features of the trucks that influence classification.

Keywords truck classification · vehicle classification · deep learning · convolutional neural networks · intelligent 
transportation system

1 Introduction

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) offer advanced pos-
sibilities for modeling and tracking traffic flow, where vari-
ous innovative services are integrated, to make users better 
informed, resulting in a smarter, safer, and more coordinated 
transportation network. With the volume of the traffic grow-
ing rapidly, it has attracted increasing attention in the trans-
portation community[1, 31].

Freight transportation is the physical process of transport-
ing commodities, merchandise goods and cargo, playing an 
important role in the area of the ITS[31]. Trucks are largely 
responsible for transporting freight. According to the study 
of American Trucking Associations (ATA)[1], the trucking 
industry continues to dominate the freight transportation 
industry, in terms of both tonnage and revenue. The study 
forecasts a long-term positive trend for trucking and the 
overall freight economy, despite the effects of the COVID-
19 pandemic. Overall freight revenues in 2020 totaled $879 
billion, and is expected to rise to $1.435 trillion in 2031[1]. 
Trucks also play a key role in the multimodal freight 
transportation network, as critical first-mile and last-mile 
(FMLM) links[31]. Hence, monitoring and understanding 
truck activity (including freight information) has become 
an essential component to effectively support the growth of 
freight movement.

In this paper, we propose a fine-grained truck classifica-
tion system as shown in Fig. 1. The system will detect and 
classify the trucks’ body, tractor and trailer based on the 
Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) vehicle clas-
sification schema[30] shown in Fig. 2. The FHWA schema 
classifies trucks based mainly on the number of axles and 
trailers. The input of our system is the raw image of the vehi-
cle on the highway; the image passes through the four stages 
of the system. In the first stage, the truck will be detected. 
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Then, the remaining three stages will classify the truck’s 
body, the truck’s tractor and the truck’s trailer accordingly.

The classification is performed using a deep learning 
technique called Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
[17]. Deep learning is a machine learning technique that 
has achieved state of the art results in many domains. This 
includes object detection and classification in images[32], 
machine translation[27] and natural language process-
ing[16]. This technique consists of a multi-layered artificial 
neural network that maps patterns into labels and classes. 
In order to create neural network models that create highly 
accurate classifiers for our system, a large, labeled image 
dataset is required to train each model. We gathered and 
labeled images to train the models for each stage of our 
system.

In a previous paper, a hybrid deep learning truck and 
trailer classification approach was used based on their 
geometric features [10] [9]. The deep learning classifica-
tion was applied on the main features that distinguish each 
truck class, which are the number of wheels (a proxy for the 
number of axles), also the number, aspect ratio and size of 
the trailers. Afterwards, a decision tree was built on these 
geometric features to classify the truck class based on the 
relative spatial relation between these features. In this paper, 
we investigate the performance of a plain CNN in classifying 
the truck taxonomy using raw images. Our contributions can 
be summarized as:

– Achieve an accurate truck taxonomy classification 
model using only a plain CNN with a sufficient size of 
an images dataset and transfer learning.

– Create a finer-grained truck taxonomy classification sys-
tem than previously achieved by incorporating a wider 
number of truck classes and components (tractors and 
trailers).

– Use this finer-grained classification system to automati-
cally predict the commodities transported in the trucks. 
This is achieved by classifying the trailer type and map-
ping it to the type of commodity that it carries. This is 
useful for automatically modeling commodity flows in a 
region.

– Investigate the trucks’ salient features learned by the 
CNN for each class and in each stage by visualizing the 
decisions of the classifier using the Gradient-weighted 
Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) method.

To show the accuracy of our system, we show experimental 
results for each stage of the system on truck images test data.

2  Related Work

Various methods have been used for detecting vehicles on 
streets including a scanning mask on a video frame[3] and 
a Spatio-Temporal (ST) map[22]. Some approaches used 
background extraction techniques[36][38][5][8] and Haar-
like features[14]. Recently deep learning techniques were 
used such as Faster R-CNN[35], selective search on region 
proposals[2], and Single Shot multi-box detector (SSD) and 
You Only Look Once (YOLO) system[4].

Vehicle classification has gained wide interest over the 
last few years. Work was done on classifying the type of 
vehicle (sedan, SUV, bus, truck, etc.), while other work 
focused on classifying the make and model of the vehicle. 
Different types of sensors were used to acquire the inputs, 
such as laser scanners[34], accelerometers and magnetom-
eters[21], and Weigh-In-Motion (WIM), and Inductive 
Loop Detectors (ILD)[11]. However, major approaches used 
cameras for data collection and developed various models 
including 3D model fitting of a vehicle[33][37] [18], Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs)[7] [5] [28], and a hybrid 
dynamic Bayesian network[15]. Deep learning techniques 
have also been widely used, such as a Recurrent Neural 
Network (RNN) with a Bag-Of-Visual-Words (BOVW)
[12]. However, CNNs were by far the most-used technique 
for this problem[13][20][6][3]; some used transfer learning 
with a CNN[38]. Deep learning methods have also been 
widely used for classifying the model and make of vehicles, 
such as a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)[23] and a 
CNN[29][35][14]. Previous work used a hybrid approach; a 
deep CNN was used to classify the geometric features of the 
truck (the number of wheels, the number, size, and aspect 

Fig. 1  The truck taxonomy classification pipeline
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ratio of the trailers), then a decision tree was used to classify 
the truck and the trailer based on relative relation between 
the features [9][10].

The fine-grained truck classification was not widely 
explored. Images of the trucks were used for the classifica-
tion based on the FHWA schema using a CNN[2]. Truck 
and trailer classification was performed using an SSD and 
YOLO v3[5]. However, previous work had a limited number 
of the truck taxonomy classes. In our work, we cover a larger 
number of the track and trailer classes. Also, we classify 
truck tractors and special types of trucks.

3  Vehicle Images Dataset Preparation

To train accurate classification models for the truck tax-
onomy, we gathered and labeled a large image dataset of 
vehicles on highways. The dataset consists of three parts 
corresponding to the later three stages of the classification 
pipeline. Statistics of the entire dataset are shown Table 1. 
The first part contains labeled images of the FHWA truck 
classes, which are shown in Fig. 2 for the truck classifica-
tion stage. The second part contains labeled images of truck 
tractors and special types of trucks for the truck tractor clas-
sification stage. The final part contains labeled images of 
truck trailer categories and subcategories for the truck trailer 
classification stage. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
largest and most detailed image dataset for a truck taxonomy.

The images were gathered with the help of the Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT). A camera was set up 
on the side of a highway capturing raw videos of the passing 
vehicles. We chose a side-view vantage point for capturing 
the videos to have a clear view of the number of axles and 
trailers of the passing trucks since these features determine 
the class of the truck. The salient features of the truck trac-
tors and trailers are also present on the side of the truck.

We used YOLO[24], a state-of-the-art object detection 
system, to extract images of passing vehicles from the raw 
videos. The system found the bounding box of each passing 
vehicle in the raw video. Then, the image of the bounding 
box was extracted. YOLO did not detect objects with an 
100% accuracy. Therefore, manual review of all the images 
was required to remove partially detected objects. Also, the 
side-view setup of the camera caused problems in detecting 
vehicles occluded by other vehicles; these images were also 
removed. This resulted in hundreds of thousands of vehicle 
images.

Manually labeling this large number of images would 
be time consuming. To speed up the process, we trained a 
CNN on a small set of manually labeled images for each 
stage of the classification pipeline and used it to provide 
an initial label for the vehicle images dataset. The CNNs 
used the inceptionl V3 architecture and transfer learning 

to improve their accuracy; these methods will be discussed 
in the next sections. The CNNs achieved an accuracy of 
around 78%, providing most of the dataset with a correct 
label. After this step, all the images in the dataset were 
reviewed, and the labels of the misclassified vehicles were 
corrected. The same vehicle images were used for each 
part of the dataset but with a label that corresponds to the 
class of that part.

Table 1  Truck Taxonomy Images Dataset Statistics

(a) FHWA Truck classes dataset
Truck Class Number of Images
Class 2 22,307
Class 3 15,138
Class 4 270
Class 5 2,036
Class 6 214
Class 7 - 5 axle 39
Class 8 - 4 axle 279
Class 9 14,628
Class 10 - 6 axle 209
Class 11 371
Class 12 310
Class 13 - 7 axle 46
Class 13 - 8 axle 56
(b) Truck tractor dataset
Truck Tractor Number of Images
Sleeper tractor 6,979
Day cab 2,293
Service truck 589
Pickup truck 12,574
Van 2,689
RV 809
Box truck 307
(c) Truck trailer dataset
Trailer Category Trailer Subcategory Number 

of 
Images

Flatbed 2,293
Enclosed 1,535

Conestoga 195
Drop Frame 3,398
Side kit 99
Open top 29
Tandem enclosed 185

Tank 1,026
Food grade 74
Dry bulk 50

Specialty
Car hauler 453
live stock 88
Dump trailer 56
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4  Truck Taxonomy Classification System

The system for the truck taxonomy classification consists 
of four stages. The input to the system is a raw side-view 
video of the highway. In the truck detection stage, only 
images of vehicles driving on the highway are extracted 
from the video. the vehicle image is passed to the truck 
classification step to recognize the class of the vehicle/
truck. In the truck tractor classification stage, the truck 
tractor or type of truck is determined. Finally, in the truck 
trailer classification stage, the category or subcategory 
of the truck’s trailer is determined. The first stage uses 
YOLO object detection while the other stages each use a 
CNN. These three CNNs were trained on their correspond-
ing part of the dataset. The dataset gathered was largely 
unbalanced, since some types of truck taxonomy are rarely 
encountered on highways. Creating a model from an unbal-
anced dataset will result in a biased, inaccurate model. 
To alleviate this problem, we used image augmentation 
techniques on images of trucks from the small classes to 

increase the number of images in that class. The augmen-
tation techniques generated new images of existing trucks 
with tilting, flipping, shearing, and other effects applied. 
Finally, we removed the classes with the very small num-
ber of images in them and settled on the rest.

The CNNs used had the Inception V3 architecture, which 
consist of 48 layers and 24 million parameters. This archi-
tecture was chosen for its high accuracy in image classifi-
cation. However, due to the architecture’s high number of 
parameters, a large training dataset is required to produce an 
accurate model. Therefore, transfer learning was used with 
the ImageNet dataset to improve the accuracy and speed up 
the training time. Only the final two layers were trained on 
our dataset. This method improves the accuracy of the clas-
sifier and greatly reduces CNN training time.

Samples of both the correctly classified and the incor-
rectly classified truck taxonomy vehicles from our system 
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. The next sections 
will cover in more detail building the classifier for each stage 
in the truck taxonomy pipeline.

Fig. 2  FHWA Truck Classes
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4.1  Truck Detection

For truck detection, we use the real-time object detection 
system YOLO V3. YOLO is a convolutional neural network 
with 24 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers. 
The system was trained on the CoCo dataset[19] and used 
to extract vehicle/truck images from the raw video of the 
highway. For each frame of the video where the system will 
detect a vehicle, a bounding box on the vehicle will be pre-
sented with a class probability score. We will extract the 
vehicle image from the frame with the highest probability 
score. The system was not costumized on our dataset since 
the truck class was already available in the CoCo dataset. 
Yolo was chosen due to its high-speed in object detection 
which is necessary for fast moving vehicles on the highway.

4.2  Truck Classification

In the truck classification step, the system should recognize 
the class of the truck based on the FHWA class scheme. To 
achieve this task, we used a pretrained inception V3 CNN 
on the ImageNet dataset and trained only the last two layers 
on the dataset shown in Table 1a. To balance the data and 
improve the accuracy of the classifier, classes with a small 
number of images (e.g., class 7-5 axle, class 13-7 axle, and 
class 13-8 axle) were removed from the training dataset. 
Also, classes with low-quality images were removed (e.g. 
class 8-4 axle and class 10-6 axle). Finally, classes 11 and 12 
were combined for similarity, since they are the only classes 

with multiple trailers, this resulted in seven truck classes to 
train our classifier on. Also, undersampling was performed 
on classes 2, 3, 5 and 9, and oversampling with data aug-
mentation was performed on classes 4, 6 and 11-12 (the 
multiple-trailers). For each class, about 400 images were 
chosen for training, about 200 images for validation and 80 
images for testing. We trained the CNN for 100 epochs with 
the RMSProp optimizer with categorical cross entropy as 
the loss function. The performance of our truck classifier is 
shown in the experiments section.

4.3  Truck Tractor Classification

In the truck tractor classification step, the tractor type, or the 
truck’s special type is recognized. This step is identical to 
the truck classification step. A CNN with an Inception V3 
architecture was pretrained on the ImageNet dataset. The 
final two layers only were trained on a subset of the data-
set described in Table  1b. To balance the data, undersam-
pling was used on all of the classes except for the Box truck. 
The size of balanced dataset was 300 images per class. We 
divided the dataset by choosing 200 images for training, 50 
for validation, and 50 for testing. We trained the CNN with 
the same configuration as in the truck classification step.

4.4  Truck Trailer Classification

In the final step of the system, the truck trailer category 
and subcategory should be classified from the truck’s 

Fig. 3  Correctly classified truck 
taxonomy vehicles
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image. However, due to the disparity in the frequency of 
the appearance of many trailers on the highway, we could 
not collect a sufficient number of images for all the catego-
ries and subcategories of trailers that can be used to create 
a complete trailer classifier. Therefore, we chose only a 
subset that contained enough images to create an accurate 
trailer classifier. This subset consists of three main catego-
ries of trailers (Flatbed, Enclosed, and Tank trailers) and 
one subcategory from the specialty trailers (Car hauler).

The CNN for truck trailer classification was created in 
the same fashion as in the previous two steps. The train-
ing dataset consisted of 300 images for each class, and the 
validation dataset consisted of 100 images for each class. 
Finally, the model was tested on 50 images for each class.

5  Truck Commodity Prediction

Our truck taxonomy classification system is useful for 
predicting the commodities contained in trucks, since 
each trailer type is used for transporting a certain type 

of commodity. For example, tank trailers are designed to 
carry liquid goods or gasses, car haulers are used to carry 
vehicles, enclosed dry trailers are used to carry electron-
ics, or a miscellaneous type of goods. Table  2 shows the 
mapping between a trailer type and a commodity type. 
Also knowing the company that the truck is transporting 
goods for can give a better idea of the commodity con-
tained in the truck, as it narrows the possibilities to the 
commodities the company distributes and sells. This can 
be achieved by detecting the company’s name and logo 
on the side of the trailer using a logo detection method. 

Fig. 4  Incorrectly classified 
truck taxonomy vehicles

Table 2  Mapping between trailer category and the commodity type 
that it carries

Trailer Type Commodity Type

Car hauler vehicles
Enclosed Electronics, misc. commodity type
Tank Liquid goods or gasses
Flatbed No commodtity
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Predicting the commodities contained in trucks can help 
find the flow of commodities through a region.

6  Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our truck taxonomy clas-
sification system, we will compute the accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F

1
-score for each classification stage of 

the system. The accuracy is computed on all three datasets 
(training, validation, and test), while the other metrics are 
computed only on the test dataset. Also, we will show the 
confusion matrix for each classification stage to observe 
the correctly and incorrectly classified truck images for 
each stage. Top-k accuracy will also be used to measure 
the accuracy. The most common choice for the value of 

k is usually five. However, since the number of classes is 
small, we chose a smaller number for k. The accuracy and 
performance results are shown in table 3.

We compare the results of each stage of our system 
with two machine learning methods, a non-deep learning 
method, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and another 
deep CNN model but with a lower number of layers, VGG-
16 model[26]. SVMs were the state-of-the-art in image clas-
sification before the advent of deep CNN models. VGG-16 
models contain 16 layers in contrast to inception V3’s 42 
layers, the model won the ILSVR competition in 2014 in 
image classification of the ImageNet dataset. Also, we com-
pare the results of each stage while using transfer learning 
for both the VGG-16 and inception V3 architectures and 
while removing it and training the models with random ini-
tializations of the networks’ weights.

Table 3  Accuracy results for the truck Taxonomy Classification 
Stages for our method (inception V3 with transfer learning) com-
pared with SVMs and VGG-16 models, results of the inception V3 

and VGG-16 models were evaluated with transfer learning and with 
random initializations of the networks’ weights

Classification Stage Method Accuracy Validation 
Accuracy

Test Accuracy Top-k Test Accuracy Precision Recall f1-score

Truck classification Support Vector 
Machines

99.42% - 63.5% - 62.74% 63.5% 61.14%

VGG16 without transfer 
learning

99.94% 90.38 86% 98% (k=3) 86% 86% 86%

VGG16 with transfer 
learning

97.85% 78.29% 70% 99.82% (k=3) 73% 70% 71.47%

Inception V3 without 
transfer learning

100% 88.86% 41% 58.5% (k=3) 41% 41% 41%

Inception V3 with 
transfer learning (our 
method)

100% 92.91% 89% 96.24% (k=3) 91% 89% 89%

Truck tractor classifica-
tion

Support Vector 
Machines

97.1% - 51.46% - 53.65% 51.04% 49.1%

VGG16 without transfer 
learning

100% 52.8% 61% 90.1% (k=3) 62% 60% 61%

VGG16 with transfer 
learning

95.13% 56% 66% 87.62% (k=3) 65% 64% 64%

Inception V3 without 
transfer learning

99.66% 61.07% 70% 93.81% (k=3) 70.85% 69.8% 70.32%

Inception V3 with 
transfer learning (our 
method)

99.93% 89.5% 92% 99% (k=3) 93% 92% 92.5%

Truck trailer classifica-
tion

Support Vector 
Machines

100% - 72.25% - 72.23% 72% 72.15%

VGG16 without transfer 
learning

100% 72.5% 75.39% 97.91% (k=3) 75.39% 75.39% 75.39%

VGG16 with transfer 
learning

100% 94.09% 86.91% 98.95% (k=3) 87.37% 86.91% 87.14%

Inception V3 without 
transfer learning

100% 99.55% 90% 98.95% (k=3) 90% 90% 90%

Inception V3 with 
transfer learning (our 
method)

100% 99.55% 96% 97.91% (k=3) 97% 96% 96%
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Our system which uses both the inception V3 model with 
transfer learning outperforms the other methods in each stage 
on the test dataset in all metrics. The high top-k test accuracy 
in our method indicates that the correct prediction is almost 
always one of the top predictions for all stages. Also, our sys-
tem achieves a high score on the performance metrics (preci-
sion, recall and F

1
-score). This shows using deeper CNN mod-

els with transfer learning together are essential for obtaining 
good results in truck taxonomy classification.

Figure 5a-c show the confusion matrix for the test dataset 
for each classification stage of the truck taxonomy system. 
The rows correspond to the true labels of each class while 
the columns correspond to the predicted labels of each class. 
The number in each cell represents the normalized percent-
age of images that were predicted as the cell’s column class 
and belonged to the cell’s row class. The darkness of the cell 
represents the magnitude of the percentage. The darkness of 
the diagonal of the confusion matrix for each stage indicates 
the high accuracy of our system’s prediction. In Fig. 5a, we see 
that the largest error in our model is in accurately predicting 

class 5, which gets confused mostly with class 4. This is attrib-
uted to the visual similarity between 2-axle trucks (class 5) 
and buses (class 4) . Other errors include confusing classes 
6 and the joint class 11-12 also due to the visual similarity 
between single unit trucks and multi-trailer trucks. Finally, our 
model confuses classes 3 and 4, which is due to the similar-
ity between vans in class 3 with buses in class 4. The highest 
error in Fig. 5b is in classifying all pickup trucks and mistaking 
them as boxtrucks or as sleeper tractors, due to the similarity 
of the front half of those vehicles. Figure 5b shows that our 
system’s trailer classification has some slight trouble in recog-
nizing all flatbeds. This is due to the small side-view body of 
those trailers and also the existence of different types of cargo 
on the flatbed might confuse our system.

6.1  Visualizing the Understanding of the Truck 
Taxonomy Classification System

Since CNNs are black boxes, we cannot interpret the deci-
sions of the classifier in each stage. CNNs can classify 

Fig. 5  The confusion matrix 
for the test dataset for each 
classification stage of the truck 
taxonomy system. The value 
in each cell represents the 
normalized The darkness of the 
diagonal in each figure shows 
the high accuracy of our system 
across all stages
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objects correctly, but this classification may be based on 
non-related features in the image or non-salient features of 
the object. To investigate what our classifiers have learned 
from the training and to ensure that the vehicles are being 
classified based on their salient features, we apply the Gra-
dient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM)[25] 
method for our classification stages. The method uses the 
gradient of a class flowing into the last convolutional layer 
of the CNN to understand which regions of the image inform 
its classification decision. Regions of the image that contrib-
uted higher to the decision will have higher values for their 
corresponding pixels. We will visualize these values on the 
image using a heatmap.

Tables 4-11 show some of the interesting results of apply-
ing Grad-CAM on each classification stage for the true posi-
tive, false positive and false negative samples. In table 4, 
we find the truck feature in images for each truck class that 

most affects both the correct and incorrect classification 
decisions. For class 2 (passenger cars), the side windows of 
the cars are the feature that determines the correct classifica-
tion. This feature is the main distinguishing feature between 
passenger cars and trucks, which shows that our model cor-
rectly learned the correct feature to determine this class. For 
class 3 (pickups and vans), the front part of the cargo area 
for pickup trucks and the wide side panels of vans are the 
determining features learned, which are mostly considered 
the distinguishing features for this class. For class 4 (buses), 
the wide side and wide windows of the buses determine this 
class, which are the distinguishing feature for this class. For 
class 5 (2-axle trucks), the single back axle affects the clas-
sification the most, this feature is only present in this class. 
For RVs, which belong to this class, the unique top side of it 
distinguishes it. Thus, our model learned the unique features 

Table 4  Grad Cam 
visualizations of samples of 
the true positives of our truck 
classification model for each 
truck class

Table 5  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the false positives of 
our truck classification model for each truck class

Table 6  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the false negatives of 
our truck classification model for each truck class
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for this class correctly. For class 6 (single unit 3-axle trucks), 
the whole body of the truck including the axles determines 
this class. However, this can be confused with the wide 
body of buses as seen in the false positive samples. For 
class 9 (single trailer 5-axle trucks), we observe that the 
space between the front and back axles is the distinguish-
ing feature. However, this can be confused with the same 
space present in class 5 trucks. For class 11-12 (multiple 
trailer trucks), the most distinguishing feature is the space 
between the trailers, which is unique to this class. Therefore, 
the unique distinguishing feature was correctly learned.

We also want to inspect the features that cause our 
method to misclassify some of the truck classes by apply-
ing Grad-CAM on truck images that either generated a false 

Table 7  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the true positives of 
our truck tractor classification model for each tractor class

Table 8  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the false positives of 
our truck tractor classification model for each tractor class

Table 9  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the false negatives of 
our truck tractor classification model for each tractor class

Table 10  Grad Cam visualizations of samples of the true positives of 
our truck trailer classification model for each trailer class
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positive and false negative classification on each truck class. 
Tables 5 and 6 show a sample of false positive and false 
negative classification for the truck classes respectively. The 
Features that highly affect the misclassification are features 
with similar visual appearance among certain truck classes, 
as also shown in the confusion matrix of the truck classifica-
tion in Fig. 5a.

Table 7 shows the same results for truck tractors. For day 
cab tractors, the classification decision was correctly deter-
mined by the tractor part of the truck. For sleeper tractors, 
the wide space of the tractor was the distinguishing feature. 
For all the true positive samples of the box trucks, the bot-
tom edge of the truck was the determining feature. For the 
RV class, the wide body of the vehicle was the determining 
feature. The side window and panel were the distinguish-
ing features of the pickup truck class. In service trucks, the 
compartments in the bed of the truck were the distinguishing 
feature. Finally, the whole body of the van was the determin-
ing feature. Tables 8 and 9 show the sample of our system’s 
misclassified tractors as false positives and false negatives 
respectively. They show the visual features that confused 
our system, which were either similar features in different 
classes of truck tractors or are caused by the background of 
the image or occlusion caused by having other vehicles in 
the same image.

Table 10 shows the Grad CAM results of true positive 
samples for each trailer classes. For enclosed trailers, the 
bottom part of the trailer was the determining feature. For 
flatbed trailers, the whole bed surface was the distinguishing 
feature. For tank trailers, the tank was correctly determined 
as the distinguishing feature. For car haulers, the hauler was 
a determining feature regardless of whether it had cars in 
it or not. Hence, a robust feature for this class was learned. 
Table 11 shows the misclassified trailers as false negatives, 
which were only in the flatbed trailer class. Flatbeds are 
relatively harder to classify due to their flat shape and hav-
ing cargo on them or other vehicles will alter their look or 
cause our system to classify the carried vehicle instead of 
the trailer.

7  Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a truck taxonomy classi-
fication system for detecting and classifying trucks, truck 
tractors, and truck trailers’ types. The system uses Yolo 

for truck detection and deep convolutional neural networks 
(CNNs) for classification in each stage. A large fine-grained 
truck image dataset was built to create the system. Images of 
trucks were gathered and labeled specifying the trucks, trac-
tors and trailers classes. The system can be used to predict 
the type of commodity the truck is carrying by classifying 
the truck’s trailer and mapping the trailer to the commod-
ity that it usually carries. We have shown that the system 
achieves a high-accuracy classification in each stage of the 
truck taxonomy. The classifiers for each stage of the sys-
tem were analyzed by visualizing their understanding of the 
learned classes using the Grad Cam method. This led to the 
discovery of the salient features of each class that informed 
the decision of the classifiers.
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